Abstract-Broadband wireless channel is a time dispersive and becomes strongly frequency selective. In most cases, the channel is composed of a few dominant coefficients and a large part of coefficients is approximately zero or zero. To exploit the sparsity of multi-path channel (MPC), there are various methods have been proposed. They are, namely, greedy algorithms, iterative algorithms, and convex program. The former two algorithms are easy to be implemented but not stable; on the other hand, the last method is stable but difficult to be implemented as practical channel estimation problems because of computational complexity. In this paper, we proposed a novel channel estimation strategy by using modified smoothed (MSL0) algorithm which combines stable and low complexity. Computer simulations confirm the effectiveness of the introduced algorithm comparisons with the existing methods. We also give various simulations to verify the sensing training signal method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time dispersive and frequency-selective fading channels often encounter in many communication systems such as mobile wireless channels, indoor radio channels, and underwater acoustic channels [1] . In general, such the multipath propagation channels distort the transmitted signal and channel equalization is necessary at a receiver but many types of equalizers require accurate channel estimation for good performance. In many studies, densely distributed channel impulse response was often assumed. Under this assumption, it is necessary to use a redundant training sequence. In addition, the linear channel estimation methods, such as least square (LS) algorithm, always lead to bandwidth inefficiency. It is an interesting study to develop more bandwidth efficient method to acquire channel state information.
Recently, the compressive sensing (CS) has been developed as a novel technique. It is regarded as an efficient signal acquisition framework for signals characterized as sparse or compressible in time or frequency domain. One of applications of the CS technique is on compressive channel estimation. If the channel impulse response follows sparse distribution, we can apply the CS technique. As a result, the training sequence can be reduced compared with the linear estimation methods. Recent channel measurements show that the sparse or approximate sparse distribution assumption is reasonable [2, 3] . In other words, the wireless channels in real propagation environments are characterized as sparse or sparse clustered; these sparse or clustered channels are frequently termed as a sparse multi-path channel (SMPC). An example of SMPC impulse response channel is shown in Fig.1 . Recently, the study on SMPC has drawn a lot of attentions and concerning results can be found in literature [4] [5] [6] . Correspondingly, sparse channel estimation technique has also received considerable interest for its advantages in high bit rate transmissions over multipath channel [7] .
Exploiting the sparse property of SMPC, orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [8, 9] and convex program algorithm [10] have been proposed. OMP algorithm is fast and easy to be implemented. However, the stability of OMP for sparse signal recovery has not been well understood yet. To mitigate the unstability, Needell and Tropp have presented a compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) algorithm for sparse signal recovery in [11] . After that, Gui et al [12] have introduced the algorithm to SPMC channel estimation and acquired robust channel estimator. [13] . However, as the number of channel dominant coefficients increasing, accurate channel estimator hard to obtain because of unavoidable correlation between columns of the training sequence, thus the instability of the CoSaMP algorithm easily leads to weak channel estimation.
Convex program method can resolve the instability of CoSaMP algorithm. Convex program algorithm, such as Dantzig Selector (DS) [14] , is based on linear programming. The main advantage of convex program method is its stability and high estimation accuracy. The convex problem method can work correctly as long as the RIC conditions are satisfied. However, this method is computationally complex and difficult to be implemented [15] in practical broadband communication systems.
In this paper, we propose an approximate optimal estimator for sparse channel estimation. Because of the idea come from smooth 0 (SL0) algorithm [16] . Thus, we term this channel estimation method as MSL0. It has both the 
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advantages of the greedy algorithm and the convex program. In other words, MSL0 algorithm combines low computational complexity and robustness on practical channel estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sparse multipath channel model is presented in Section II. Section III will describe compressive SMPC estimation and the MSL0 channel estimator. In section IV, we will compare the performance of the proposed method with the existing methods by simulations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SPARSE MULTIPATH CHANNEL MODEL
At first, the symbols used in this paper are described as following. 
where are complex channel coefficients and 
which denotes the number of dominant taps of the SMPC where T<<L. Where the 1 0 sgn 0
denotes the sign function of i h . Suppose that there are T dominant channel taps distributed randomly over the channel. And its complex Gaussian distribution are given by
A exp 2 P h h 
where optimal λ is a regularized parameter. Unfortunately, solve the (6) is a non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP) hard problem and thus we should be find suboptimal solution with sparse constraint. Such as LASSO estimator is given by 
where LASSO λ is a regularized parameter. We can obtain accurate channel estimator from above algorithm (7). However, the compute complexity is very high in (7) and thus hart to implement in practical communication. In the next, we are going to introduce a fast and robust channel estimation method, which term as SL0 algorithm.
B. MSL0 channel estimator
From above (4), we can built the following function
and therefore by defining 
And as a result, the dominant coefficient of h can be approximated by
Approximate optimal channel estimator can be given by
According to convex optimization theory, we can also change (11) as approximate LASSO and DS problems, respectively. Thus, MSL0 channel estimator given by
Both (12) and (13) are equivalent sparse approximation problem which was proved in [17] . Thus, we can solve (12) or (13) to obtain sparse channel estimator. Where 1 ε and 2 ε are constraint parameters given by users. According to duality of the (12) and (13), they can read as,
It is worth noting that the value of σ tradeoff accuracy of channel estimator and smoothness of the channel sparse approximation. The smaller σ is obtained and the better channel estimator can acquire vice verse. From (6) and (9), minimization of the norm is equivalent to maximization of 0 J σ for sufficiently small σ in (14) or (15) . For small values of σ , J σ contains a lot of local maxima and it is very difficult to directly maximize this function for very small values of σ .
C. Oracle Estimator
To evaluate the MSE performance of channel estimators, it is very meaningful compare their achievements with theoretical performance bound in practical wideband communication systems, then they are approximate optimal and further improvements in these systems are impossible. This motivates the development of lower bounds on the MSE of estimators in the sparse channel estimation. Since the channel vector to be estimated is deterministic, and then we can give a lower bound as for the baseline of MSE. Suppose we know the location set
dominant channel taps. Thus, the oracle estimator given by ,
where is the partial training signal constructed from columns of training signal X corresponding to the dominant taps of SMPC vector h . It is noting that we call the oracle estimator as oracle bound in Figure 2~5 in the next part.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Tab. 1. To illustrate the performance of proposed algorithm, Figure. 2 shows the MSE of dominant taps by employing LS, Lasso, MSL0 and oracle estimator. The estimation error using mean square error (MSE) evaluation criterion can be defined as:
The computer simulation condition is listed in TABLE 1. 
Linear algorithm
LS
LASSO
CoSaMP
Estimation methods
Convex optimization
MSL0
Channel fading
Frequency-Selective
Channel length L 60
Training sequence X Complex Toeplitz Structure
Length of X 40
A. MSE comparison versus channel sparsity
It is obvious that smaller MSE performance means better channel estimator and vice versa. The MSE performance comparisons between the LS, LASSO, MSL0, CoSaMP and oracle bound versus channel sparsity which is shown in Figure  2 . When the number of dominant is very small, CoSaMP and LASSO have better MSE performance than MSL0. However, as the number of channel dominant coefficients increasing, MSE performance CoSaMP and LASSO become worse than MSL0. Thus, we can say that MSL0 method more robust than others MSE comparison versus channel sparsity. It is interest to noting that CoSaMP is a iterative algorithm which compute complexity growth rapidly with number of dominant coefficients. Thus, the algorithm for sparse channel estimation has a limitation. In other words, if a channel is very sparse, e.g. the number of dominant coefficients is less than 8 in Figure. 
B. MSE comparison versus SNR
To further study the MSE performance, we compare the different channel estimators versus SRN in Fig. 3 . As the SNR increasing, MSL0, LASSO and CoSaMP algorithm Figure 3 . MSE of esimate dominant coefficients with different SNR approximate achieve the same approximate MSE performance when the number of training sequence keep at constant.
C. Computational Complexity
To study the computational complexity of the introduced algorithm, we have evaluated the CPU time in second to complete the channel estimation for SNR=10dB. It is worth mentioning that although the CPU time is not an exact measure of complexity, it can give us a rough estimation of computational complexity. Our simulations are performance in MATLAB 2007 environment using a 2.40GHz Intel Core-2 processor with 2GB of memory and under Microsoft XP 2003 operating system.
The comparison between LS, LASSO, CoSaMP and MSL0 algorithms is shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that the computing time of the algorithm is close to 0.01 seconds for LS and MSL0 algorithm, while the computing time of the LASSO algorithm is more than 0.1 seconds. It is interest to noting that CoSaMP is a iterative algorithm which compute complexity growth rapidly with number of dominant coefficients. Thus, the algorithm for sparse channel estimation has a limitation. In other words, if a channel is very sparse, e.g. the number of dominant coefficients is less than 8 in Figure. 3, fast and accurate channel estimator can be acquired and vice versa.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have produced a novel sparse channel estimation method MSL0 which combines stable and fast. Thus this method has both advantages of the greedy algorithm and convex program algorithm. It has been shown that, when compared with the existing algorithms, our proposed method is both bandwidth and computationally efficient.
